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Learning Objectives
At the end of this presentation the
participant should be able to:
• Review the course of the COVID-19 pandemic
• Describe the key features of SARS-CoV-2
transmission
• Describe the key pathophysiologic characteristics of
SARS-CoV-2 infection
• Recognize the clinical features known to be
associated with Post-Acute Sequelae of COVID-19
(PASC), or “Long COVID”

SARS-CoV-2 was likely circulating in people in
Hubei Province, China as early as October 2019

On November 22, 2019, a local newspaper, the Wuhan Evening
News, reported that a patient with severe pneumonia of unknown
cause was taken to Wuhan as an emergency transfer by
helicopter from Xiangyang in Hubei Province, 325 kilometers
from Wuhan. After November 22, there were no reports of
pneumonia in the local media, although it was later confirmed
that by December 30, 2019, there were 27 cases of pneumonia of
unknown cause in Wuhan.
Kpozehouen EB, Chen X, Zhu M, Macintyre CR. Using Open-Source Intelligence to
Detect Early Signals of COVID-19 in China: Descriptive Study. JMIR Public Health
Surveill. 2020;6(3):e18939. Published 2020 Sep 18. doi:10.2196/18939

• UCSD scientists used genomic
analysis coupled with molecular
clock inference and epidemiological
simulations to estimate the species
jump into humans occurred as early
as October 2019
Pekar J, Worobey M, Moshiri N, Scheffler K,
Wertheim JO. Timing the SARS-CoV-2 index case in
Hubei province. Science. 2021;372(6540):412-417.
doi:10.1126/science.abf8003

The US leads the world in reported COVID-19 cases and deaths

The pandemic
appears to be
waning in the US
• Likely an indication of
increasing vaccine
coverage but could be
related to seasonal
variation
• Vaccination coverage
must increase into the fall
to prevent a resurgence;
booster doses likely
needed
https://twitter.com/i/status/1402732166556049408

COVID-19 Vaccinations in the United States

https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#vaccinations

What do we
know about
the origins of
SARS-CoV-2?
Natural-origin Zoonotic
Transmission, or Lab Leak?

There are several potential
explanations for how SARSCoV-2 entered the human
population
Scientists view natural
zoonotic transmission as the
most likely route of
emergence
•

•
•

Recent examples include Ebola in
west Africa in 2014, MERS in the
Middle East in 2012, SARS in
southeast Asia 2002,and Hantavirus
in the American southwest in 1993.
It took 14 years to nail down the
animal origin of SARS
To date, intact Ebola virus has never
been isolated from an animal in
west Africa
Segreto, R., Deigin, Y., McCairn, K. et al. Should we discount the laboratory origin of COVID-19?. Environ
Chem Lett (2021). https://doi.org/10.1007/s10311-021-01211-0

At least three examples of laboratory exposure to SARS virus in 2003-2004
•

There are several potential
explanations for how SARSCoV-2 entered the human
population

•
•

August 2003: 27-year-old doctoral student at the Singapore General Hospital (SGH)
developed symptoms consistent with SARS. An investigation found that the student was
infected with samples from SARS coronavirus in the Department of Pathology.
December 2003: A Taiwanese scientist has contracted SARS, probably while studying the
SARS coronavirus in a laboratory
April 2004: Two researchers at the Viral Disease Prevention and Control Institute, part of
the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention in Beijing, China spread it to around
six other people. The two researchers contracted it 2 weeks apart.

The “Lab Leak”
hypothesis is plausible

• A laboratory worker
handling bat coronaviruses
could have been
accidentally exposed to the
virus and then transmitted
it in the community.
• Currently, no clear evidence
to indicate this is true
Segreto, R., Deigin, Y., McCairn, K. et al. Should we discount the laboratory origin of COVID-19?. Environ
Chem Lett (2021). https://doi.org/10.1007/s10311-021-01211-0

Our understanding of SARS-CoV-2 transmission
has evolved
• CDC first acknowledged aerosol
spread of SARS-CoV-2 in May 2021

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-53329946

Should we have been surprised?
• SARS-CoV virus was associated with
efficient aerosol spread in some cases
• Yu, et al. (2004). Evidence of Airborne Transmission of the Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome Virus. The New England journal of
medicine. 350. 1731-9. 10.1056/NEJMoa032867.

• SARS-CoV-2 was known by March 2020 to
survive in lab aerosols for several hours

van Doremalen N, Bushmaker T, Morris DH, et al. Aerosol and Surface Stability of SARS-CoV-2 as
Compared with SARS-CoV-1. N Engl J Med. 2020;382(16):1564-1567. doi:10.1056/NEJMc2004973

Hamner L, Dubbel P, Capron I, et al. High SARS-CoV-2 Attack Rate Following Exposure at a Choir Practice —
Skagit County, Washington, March 2020. MMWR Morb Mortal Wkly Rep 2020;69:606–610. DOI:
http://dx.doi.org/10.15585/mmwr.mm6919e6external icon

Do masks
really work?

• Masks reduce aerosols
generated while talking
https://www.nejm.org/do/1
0.1056/NEJMdo005745/full/
?requestType=popUp&relate
dArticle=10.1056%2FNEJMc
2007800

• Mandating face mask use
in public is associated with
a decline in the daily
COVID-19 growth rate.

• Masks are most effective as
a source control because
they capture large particle
droplets before they can
evaporate to form small
particle aerosols

Community Use Of Face Masks And COVID-19: Evidence From A
Natural Experiment Of State Mandates In The US, Wei
Lyu and George L. Wehby, Health Affairs 2020 39:8, 1419-1425

COVID-19 Pathogenesis

Pathogenesis of
COVID-19
• After the initial exposure, patients typically develop
symptoms within 5-6 days (incubation period).
• SARS-CoV-2 generates a diverse range of clinical
manifestations, ranging from mild infection to severe
disease accompanied by high mortality. In patients
with mild infection, initial host immune response is
capable of controlling the infection.
• In severe disease, excessive immune response leads
to organ damage, intensive care admission, or death.
• The viral load peaks in the first week of infection,
declines thereafter gradually, while the antibody
response gradually increases and is often detectable
by day 14

Muge Cevik et al. BMJ 2020;371:bmj.m3862

While most view COVID-19 as a
primarily respiratory viral illness, it
has widespread effects in the body
including hypercoagulability, a
hyperinflammatory state, and
endothelial dysfunction
• Bryce, C., Grimes, Z., Pujadas,
E. et al. Pathophysiology of SARSCoV-2: the Mount Sinai COVID-19
autopsy experience. Mod
Pathol (2021).
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41379021-00793-y

Microvascular Thrombi
Play an Important Role
in COVID-19; Associated
with Excessive NETs
• Coagulopathy in patients with severe COVID19 is associated with increased mortality and
characterized by increased D-dimer,
increased lactate dehydrogenase, mild
thrombocytopenia, elevated fibrinogen, and
elevated von Willebrand factor (VWF).
• Diffuse pulmonary microvascular thrombi
have been observed in autopsy studies of
patients with COVID-19, with nine times the
prevalence seen in acute respiratory distress
syndrome (ARDS) due to influenza.
Courtney Campbell, MD, PhD; Rami Kahwash, MD, American College of
Cardiology, Jan 25, 2021: https://www.acc.org/latest-incardiology/articles/2021/01/25/14/28/microvascular-thrombi-in-covid19
EBioMedicine 2020 58DOI: (10.1016/j.ebiom.2020.102925)

Hypothesized Mechanisms of Microvascular Thrombosis in COVID-19

https://www.acc.org/latest-in-cardiology/articles/2021/01/25/14/28/microvascular-thrombi-in-covid-19

“Long COVID”

Many COVID-19
Survivors
Experience
Continued
Impairment
after Acute
Illness
Nalbandian, A., Sehgal, K., Gupta, A. et al. Post-acute COVID-19
syndrome. Nat Med 27, 601–615 (2021).
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41591-021-01283-z

Incident Diagnoses

Summary of Post-Acute
Sequelae from 30 days
after infection

Incident Medication
Use

Incident Laboratory
Abnormalities

• Al-Aly, Z., Xie, Y. & Bowe, B.
High-dimensional
characterization of post-acute
sequelae of COVID19. Nature 594, 259–264
(2021).
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586
-021-03553-9

Excess burdens per 1,000 patients with COVID-19 at 6 months
are presented with 95% confidence intervals in parentheses.

Risk of long-haul
symptoms is
associated with
severity of acute
illness; but even mild
illness can have
lasting consequences

Al-Aly, Z., Xie, Y. & Bowe, B. High-dimensional characterization of post-acute sequelae of
COVID-19. Nature 594, 259–264 (2021). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-021-03553-9

RECOVER Initiative: REsearching COVID to Enhance Recovery is
an NIH Effort to understand post-acute sequelae of COVID-19
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Current Research

 Development of molecular detection methods of viral pathogens
1. Reverse Transcription-Loop-Medicated Isothermal Amplification (RT-LAMP) assay
2. SHERLOCK, specific high-sensitivity enzymatic reporter unlocking based on CAS13a CRISPR activity.
dbramblett@burrell.edu

Learning Objectives
At the end of this presentation the participant should be able to:
1. Describe the SARS-COV2 virus in terms of structure and replication.
2. Explain the source of SARS-COV2 variants.
3. Compare and contrast SARS-COV2 variants of concern (VOCs) that are circulating
in the United States
4. Compare and contrast the potential impact of VOC mutations on vaccine
effectiveness and diagnostic success/failure.

dbramblett@burrell.edu

SARS-CoV2 Clinical Presentation
• ranges from mild symptoms to severe illness - often appearing 2-14 days after
exposure to the SARS-CoV-2 virus
• the loss of taste and smell may be common symptoms among those in the early
stages

• seropositivity for the SARS-CoV-2 virus was 3 times more likely in study participants with smell
loss

• symptoms of viral pneumonia
•
•
•
•
•

Fever
Cough
Chest discomfort
Difficulty breathing in severe cases
Bilateral lung infiltration

dbramblett@burrell.edu

Coronavirus Structure
• Spherical virion (125nm) and a helical nucleocapsid
• Most notable common feature is a fringe of widely
spaced, club-shaped spikes that project from the
surface.
• Described as giving the viral particle a solar corona

• Genome composition: ss (+) RNA of ~30kb
• Four main structural proteins:
•
•
•
•

S – spike protein, mediates cell entry
M- membrane protein
E- Envelope
N-nucleocapsid

dbramblett@burrell.edu

Coronavirus replication
1.

S- spike protein binds to angiotensin-converting
enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor on the cell surface.

2.

The Coronavirus RNA genome is translated into a
large polyprotein which is proteolytically cleaved to
produce non-structural proteins important for
replication- RNA dependent RNA polymerase (L)

3.

Transcription of mRNAs and replication of the
genome by L occurs in the cytoplasm associated with
membrane vesicles.

4.

Genome is bound by N protein to form the spherical
nucleocapsid.

5.

The nucleocapsid associates with rough ER membrane
and buds into the lumen of the ER where it acquires
envelop proteins and S spike protein.

6.

The virus is assembled in the ER and then exported
through the Golgi apparatus to the cell membrane
where exocytosis occurs.
Fields Virology Sixth Edition Volume 1 Chapter 28,

dbramblett@burrell.edu

The viral surface protein S and its cognate receptor
• Spike glycoprotein S facilitates entry into the cell by binding angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2)
receptor on the cell surface
• The S protein consists of two subunits
• S1 binds to ACE2 and
• S2 facilitates membrane-fusion

• S is processed by a cellular plasma membrane–associated type II transmembrane serine protease,
TMPRSS2, at S1/S2, S2, before membrane fusion.
• Variations in S amino acids of the RBD
determines the host specificity
•

SARS-CoV2 evolved for human host

• Receptor binding domain (RBD) mutations
have potential for increased transmission and
reduced convalescent or vaccine sera
neutralization.
dbramblett@burrell.edu

Hoffman et al Volume 181, Issue 2, 16 April 2020, Pages 271-280.e8

Tissue specificity of ACE2 and TMPRSS2
• Ace2 receptor is strongly expressed in Nasopharynx, Bronchus,
Gastrointestinal tract, Kidney and Urinary bladder, Male tissues
and Female tissues (https://www.proteinatlas.org/ENSG00000130234-ACE2/tissue).
• Although the inflammation of the lungs is the primary symptom
of patients with SARS-CoV-2 infection, the lungs had moderate
expression of ACE2 among all tissues
• The protease TMPRSS2 is also strongly
expressed in the Gastrointestinal tract,
Kidney and urinary bladder and Male
tissues and at a lower level in the lung
dbramblett@burrell.edu

Where Do COVID Variants Come From?
• Error-prone RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (L) allow for the
accumulation of mutations in the viral genome.
• A mutation is a particular change in the genetic sequence of a virus
compared with an accepted ‘standard’ sequence

• Some mutations are positively “selected for” if they give the virus a
fitness advantage.
• Selective pressure in the human host originates from
•
•
•
•

Affinity for host receptor and entry mechanisms
Out competing original virus in replication within a host cell
Ability to avoid host defenses or change host immune response
Host to host transmission efficiency

• Most of the time, a particular mutation occurs only in a single
variant, but strong selection can lead to convergent evolution

dbramblett@burrell.edu

SARS-CoV-2 Variant Classifications and Definitions.
• Genetic variants of SARS-CoV2 have been emerging and are circulating in the US and Globally.
Variant Classification Scheme

• Variant of Interest

• Specific genetic markers predicted to affect transmission, diagnostics, therapeutics, or immune escape
• Evidence that it is the causes of an increased proportion of cases
• Limited prevalence or expansion in the US or in other countries

• Variant of Concern (VOC)

• Evidence of impact on diagnostics, treatments, and vaccines
• Evidence of increased transmissibility
• Evidence of increased disease severity

• Variant of High Consequence

• Demonstrated failure of diagnostics
• Evidence to suggest significant reduction in vaccine effectiveness
• Significantly reduced susceptibility to multiple Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) or approved
therapeutics
• More severe clinical disease and increased hospitalizations

dbramblett@burrell.edu

Currently there are no SARS-COV2
Variants of High Consequence

dbramblett@burrell.edu

VOCs Circulating in the United States
• B.1.1.7

• First identified in the US in December 2020. It was initially detected in the UK.
• Most common VOC in the US- 20915 cases as of April 10,2021
• There have been 40 cases in New Mexico, and 414 in Texas, 1041 in Colorado and 152 in Arizona.

• B.1.351

B.1.1.7

• First identified in the US at the end of January 2021.
• Initially detected in South Africa in December 2020.

• P.1

• First detected in the US in January 2021
• Initially identified in travelers from Brazil, who were tested during routine
screening at an airport in Japan, in early January.

• B.1.427 and B.1.429:

• These two variants were first identified in California in February 2021 and
were classified as VOCs in March 2021.

dbramblett@burrell.edu

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/variants/variant-cases.html

Spike Variant Changes
• D614G mutation is an amino acid substitution in the S
protein.
• D614G increases the ability to shift the RBD into
the up position required for ACE2 receptor
interaction
• shown to improve SARS-CoV-2 infection in the
upper airways to allow it to out-compete the
original wild-type virus
• dominant around the world possibly augmenting
infection and transmission
•
•
•
•
•

H6557, A701 and T716I occur at the S1/S2 cleavage site.
T1027I, D1118H alpha helices in the spike (S)
V1176F S2 domain required for fusion
A570D, S982A also on the S protein adjacent to the RDB
P681H near furin cleavage site

dbramblett@burrell.edu

Cell Host & Microbe 29, April 14, 2021

Mutations in the N-terminal domain (NTD) of the S protein

• NTD is exposed on the external surface
• NTD is a Likely target for antibody recognition.
• L18F substitution has occurred in B.1.351 and
P.1 and has been associated with escape from
neutralization from NTD-targeted antibodies.
• The NTD substitutions, lineage specific or
shared, all can be associated with immune
escape due to positions on external loops.

dbramblett@burrell.edu

RBD Variant Changes

• RBD changes are key to receptor binding and are potent sites for antibody neutralization and
antibody treatments maybe less effective with the combination of K417N, E484K and N501Y
• Most prominent is N501Y. It changes the RBD by allowing additional interactions with ACE2
• Has been shown to enhance binding affinity to both human and mouse ACE2 receptor. Possibly
improving binding affinity
• Found in three of four VOCs

dbramblett@burrell.edu

Substitutions of Therapeutic Concern
• There are three monoclonal antibody treatments with FDA Emergency use
authorization (EUA)
• Bamlanivimab plus Etesevimab, Casirivimab plus Imdevimab, and Sotrobimab

L452R

Variants with that
Substitution
B.1.427 and B.1.429

Bamlanivimab and Bamlanivimab plus Etesevimab

E484K

B.1.351 and P.1

Bamlanivimab and Bamlanivimab plus Etesevimab

K417N, E484K

B.1.351

Casirivimab

K417T, E484K

P.1

Casirivimab

Substitution

Decreased susceptibility

• There is no reported reduction in susceptibility of variants to Sotrovimab
dbramblett@burrell.edu

VOC B.1.1.7
• This variant was first identified in the US in December 2020. It was initially detected in the UK.
• Already reported in at least 50 different countries

• Repertoire of 17 mutations, eight in the spike gene

• The N501Y mutation is within the receptor binding domain of the spike protein(S) has enhanced binding to
human ACE2 receptor.
• 69-70 deletion has been associated with diagnostic failures by RT-PCR targeting the S gene
• P681H may influence viral infectivity

• Epidemiological modeling suggests it has 56% increase transmissibility (Volz et al 2021)
• the neutralizing activity of sera from vaccinated individuals against B.1.1.7 is largely intact and no
adverse effects on current vaccines are expected (Wang et al 2021)
• No impact on susceptibility to EUA monoclonal antibody treatments
dbramblett@burrell.edu

Do Variants cause Diagnostic failure?
• Yes and No. It depends on the test.
• Standard test is RT-PCR
• Example B.1.1.7

• DiaSorin states that the multiple S protein and ORf1a/b mutations do not affect
SimplexCOVID19 direct assay as the primer/probes in that assay target different genes
• ThermoFisher Scientific announced the 69-70 mutation in S gene will result in a drop-out of
the S gene target
• But their TaqPath COVID-19 assay targets three targets on the S and N genes
• “Drop-out could be a proxy indication for the emerging B.1.1.7 lineage

• Therefore, Multi-target approach is needed.

dbramblett@burrell.edu

Insights into the disease caused by the SARS-CoV variants is
complicated by several factors.
•
•
•
•

Age, Sex, Co-morbidities,
Absence of a uniform system for data collection
Time of the disease is prolonged requiring input from several providers.
Basic science (in vitro) experimentation platforms vary
• Different cell lines
• Primary cell cultures
• Animal models: mice, hamster, ferrets

dbramblett@burrell.edu

VOC B.1.351
• First identified in South Africa late 2020
• 3 notable mutations in the spike Receptor-binding Domain (RBD) [K417N,
E484, N501Y].
• and a cluster of mutations in the NTD of the S protein
• B.1.351 is of particular concern for its potential resistance to antibodies elicited
by prior SARS-CoV-2 infection and vaccination (Wang et al 2021)
• B.1.351 is 9.4 fold more resistant to convalescent plasma and 10-12 fold
more resistant to sera of persons who have been vaccinated.
• 50% increased transmission
• Significant decrease in susceptibility to the combination of monoclonal
antibody treatment
dbramblett@burrell.edu

https://www.gisaid.org/hcov19-variants/

VOC B.1.429
• First identified in California
• Spreading rapidly in the US and in 25 other
countries
• Spike mutations: L452R is in the RBD
• W152C is in the NTD- possible immune escape
• ~20% increased transmissibility
• Modest decrease in susceptibility to the
monoclonal antibody treatment.
• Reduced neutralization by convalescent and postvaccination sera
• 2 to 3 times less sensitive to neutralization

https://www.gisaid.org/hcov19-variants/
dbramblett@burrell.edu

VOC P.1 is increasing rapidly Brazil
• P.1 contains three substitutions (K417T, E484K and N501Y) at the same RBD
residues as B.1.351.
• increased resistance to neutralization by antibodies found in covalescent sera or
sera of vaccinated.
• Significant decrease in susceptibility to the combination of monoclonal antibody
treatment

dbramblett@burrell.edu
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Estim a te d b iwe e kly
p ro p o rtio n s o f th e m o st
co m m o n SARS-Co V-2
lin e a ge s circu la tin g in th e
Un ite d Sta te s, b a se d o n
gre a te r th a n 175,000
se q u e n ce s co lle cte d
th ro u gh CDC’s n a tio n a l
ge n o m ic su rve illa n ce

https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#variant-proportions

Escape Mutations
• Increased herd immunity due to vaccine deployment and further natural
infections may select for escape mutations due to increased immune
pressure.
• The recent emergence of B.1.1.7, B.1.351 and P.1 marks the beginning of
SARS-CoV-2 antigenic drift
• If spread continues and more critical mutations accumulate, we may be in
the same situation as we are with influenza- continuously chasing after the
evolving SARS-CoV2

dbramblett@burrell.edu

COVID-19 Vaccine Breakthrough Cases
Vaccine breakthrough cases :
• A person with SARS-CoV2 RNA or antigen detected in respiratory specimen
collected in ≥14 days after completing primary series of an FDA-authorized
COVID-19 vaccine.
• Despite high vaccine efficacy, vaccine breakthrough cases are expected
• Among 101 million fully vaccinated in the US ( as of April 30,2021) 10,262
breakthrough infections have been reported by 46 states and territorial health
departments.
• 2,725 (27%) vaccine breakthrough infections were asymptomatic, 995 (10%) patients were
known to be hospitalized, and 160 (2%) patients died (CDC).

• Preliminary data suggests that breakthrough infection may be more frequent
with VOCs (not peer reviewed, small sample sizes)
dbramblett@burrell.edu
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Learning objectives
At the end of this presentation the participant should be able to:
1.

Compare and contrast the SARS-CoV2 vaccine types currently used in the US

2.

Explain the role of the innate immune system in response to adjuvants

3.

Describe the humoral immune response after SARS-CoV2 vaccination

4.

Describe the cellular immune response after SARS-CoV2 vaccination

SARS-CoV2 vaccine types
12+

https://www.clarkcounty.wi.gov/vaccine-information

SARS-CoV2 vaccine types
All three vaccine type at the end
produce coronavirus spike
protein that is recognized by the
immune system. Dendritic cells
and macrophages ingest, digest
and display on MHC while B cells
binds it by the B-cell receptor
(membrane bound form of IgM).

Mak, Tak W., Primer to The Immune Response
Copyright © 2014 Copyright © 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved

Adjuvants, innate response
WHAT ARE THE INGREDIENTS IN THE JANSSEN COVID-19 VACCINE?
The Janssen COVID-19 Vaccine includes the following ingredients: recombinant, replicationincompetent adenovirus type 26 expressing the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, citric acid
monohydrate, trisodium citrate dihydrate, ethanol, 2-hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin (HBCD),
polysorbate-80, sodium chloride.
HP-b-CD triggered the innate immune
response at the injection site, was
trapped by MARCO+ macrophages,
increased Ag uptake by dendritic cells, and
facilitated the generation of T follicular
helper cells in the draining lymph nodes. It
significantly enhanced Ag-specific Th2 and
IgG Ab responses as potently as did the
conventional adjuvant, aluminum salt
(alum), whereas its ability to induce Agspecific IgE was less than that of alum.

Adjuvants, innate response
HP-b-CD triggered the innate immune response at the injection site, was
trapped by MARCO+ macrophages, increased Ag uptake by dendritic cells,
and facilitated the generation of T follicular helper cells in the draining
lymph nodes. It significantly enhanced Ag-specific Th2 and IgG Ab
responses as potently as did the conventional adjuvant, aluminum salt
(alum), whereas its ability to induce Ag-specific IgE was less than that of
alum.

IgG1 and IgG2c titers and IgE concentrations were compared 7 d after the
second immunization (each group, n = 3).

Adjuvants, innate response

Adjuvants, innate response
In summary, here we show
that the LNPs used for
many preclinical studies are
highly inflammatory. Thus,
their potent adjuvant
activity and reported
superiority comparing to
other adjuvants in
supporting the induction of
adaptive immune responses
could stem from their
inflammatory nature.

complement activationrelated pseudoallergy

In summary, the first vaccination’s side effects, except for CARP, are likely associated
with robust inflammation induced by the LNPs. In contrast, after the second
vaccination, side effects could be further exacerbated by immune responses targeting
cells expressing the vaccine protein or its peptide derivatives.

Humoral immune response

Immunized participants
showed a strong, dosedependent vaccine-induced
antibody response.

Humoral immune response

Monoclonal antibody (mAb), antigen-binding fragment (Fab), single-chain variable
region fragment (scFv), or single-domain antibody [nanobody (Nb) or VHH derived
from camelid heavy chain antibody (HcAb)] binds to the RBD, S1 subunit (non-RBD,
including NTD), or S2 of the viral S protein, blocking binding between the RBD and
the respective receptor (for RBD-targeting nAbs), interfering with the conformational
change of S (for S1-targeting nAbs), or hindering S2-mediated membrane fusion (for
S2-targeting nAbs), leading to the inhibition of infection with pathogenic human
CoVs in the host cells.

Antibody-dependent enhancement

Vaccines with a high theoretical risk of inducing pathologic antibody-dependent enhancement
(ADE) or enhanced respiratory disease (ERD) include inactivated viral vaccines, which may
contain non-neutralizing antigen targets and/or the S protein in non-neutralizing
conformations, providing a multitude of non-protective targets for antibodies that could drive
additional inflammation via the well-described mechanisms observed for other respiratory
pathogens. However, it is encouraging that a recent assessment of an inactivated SARS-CoV-2
vaccine elicited strong neutralizing antibodies in mice, rats and rhesus macaques.

Cellular immune response
There is a strong T cell
response after vaccination,
a large number of specific
CTLs (CD8+ T cells)
are produced.

Vaccination and breastmilk

In this cohort of 6 lactating women
who received 2 doses of SARS-CoV2 vaccine, we observed significantly
elevated levels of SARS-CoV-2
specific IgG and IgA antibodies in
breast milk beginning at Day 7 after
the initial vaccine dose, with an IgGdominant response.

Vaccines and variants

Circulating SARS-CoV-2 variants show consistent degrees
of escape from 338 polyclonal antibody responses of
vaccinees and infected patients.

Where Do COVID Variants Come
From?
•

Error-prone RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (L) allow for the
accumulation of mutations in the viral genome.
–

•
•

Some mutations are positively “selected for” if they give the
virus a fitness advantage.
Selective pressure in the human host originates from
–
–
–
–

•

A mutation is a particular change in the genetic sequence of a virus
compared with an accepted ‘standard’ sequence

Affinity for host receptor and entry mechanisms
Out competing original virus in replication within a host cell
Ability to avoid host defenses or change host immune response
Host to host transmission efficiency

Most of the time, a particular mutation occurs only in a single
variant, but strong selection can lead to convergent evolution

Slide from Dr. Bramblett
Vaccinated people are not serving as hosts where new variants could emerge

Thank you for your attention!

